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Abstract. This paper presents a brief review of temperature detection using motion 

information on thermal screening system for flu detection. Past research also has 

proved and shown that the focus area to detect temperature is a medial canthal region - 

the angle or corner on each side of the eye as it is non-contact with temperature 

measurement. Operation mode in thermal screening for flu detection system is not 

suitable for each situation. Therefore, we proposed SmaCT, and it is about to design, 

create and implementation of Optical Flow algorithm by Horn-Schunck (HS) for 

detecting the febrile individuals in crowd using combination of effective approach 

with less dependent of human operators and eliminate queue to the stand still/ one by 

one screening method, thus, to detect symptomatic passengers at the early stages of a 

pandemic influenza.  

Keywords: Temperature, Thermal image processing, Physical-based and Optical 

Flow-based approach. 

INTRODUCTION 

Epidemic of flu happen every years and unpredictable in a number of ways. Flu 

activity most spread in surveillance field especially where crowd are expected such as in 

hospitals and airports [1]. Therefore, thermal imaging technology becomes most powerful 

methods to detect the elevated temperature of febrile individuals when the temperature of 

the face is above 36
0
 C. In real time condition, motion and dimension of human or objects 

are random and non-sequence [2]. Normally the approach depend on human operators to 

do thermal screening to detecting the febrile individuals in crowd and need single person 

to the stand still or one by one screening method. Homogeneous region in an image 

sequence are detect the best area to represent the elevated body temperature for fever 

detection. The principle of SMACT is the heat emitted by any organic body can be detect 

in the infrared radiation spectrum through a remote sensor and transformed in color 

images on a monitor [3]. Combination technique of Physiological-based, Optical Flow 

Approach and ANFIS analytical tool is a new method of thermal image analysis which 

will be included in preprocessing approach. Potential applications which mean main 

applications of Smart Crowd Thermal (SmaCT) Screening  System for flu detection is 

that aimed to effectively detect febrile individuals in crowd without the need of 

conventional stand still protocol and make an easy tracking for the operator [1][4]. The 
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results of both methods play the main roles to enhance the human segmentation by 

thermal camera and carried high responsibilities for surveillance tasks. And we are now 

engaged in performing test in difference real-world visual surveillance scenarios. 

Related Work 

Epidemics of flu could spread rapidly all around the world and causing a high number 

of risk cases [1][5]. Due to changes of angles and magnitude of human motion in every 

second, optical flow technique is suggested in motion detection as this method could 

provide full percentage of flow field [6]. World Health Organization declared a pandemic 

in June 2009 and Malaysia take early precaution regarding these viral outbreaks 

especially in area where crowds are expected such as in airport and border-crossing 

points [7]. Most studies need to classified motion from image sequences involving 

humans [8]. The accurate optical flow estimation between thermal images is challenging 

task in many computer vision and image processing problems [9]. Their belief that 

subject or regions of interest (ROI) are differences from background images [10].  

 

Material and Method 

 

Thermal infrared video cameras detect the heat emitted by any organic body through a 

remote sensor and transformed in color images on a monitor. As long as differences in 

the intensity of the infrared light emitted by the surface of the subject, the subject is then 

will converted by computer algorithm into flexibility in color’ palette [11]. Typically, in 

optical flow analysis, thermal images or thermograms have a color scale where the cooler 

color normally blue colors, while red colors represent hotter regions [12]. 

For flu or fever detection system, it’s helpful to have a controlled environment and 

established procedures for conducting the test, means operation modes have to be more 

reliable with situation exist. Now, wi9th cost effective surveillance system using motion 

information to detect temperature of febrile person, this approach important in order to 

generate accurate optical flow data result [13]. This approach starts with data acquisition 

analysis on thermal images of human candidates. Then, optical flow approach by Horn-

Schunck is run. Conventionally, this technique still reliable in real world scene for 

detecting motion in large number of objects [14]. With combination of optical flow based 

method and physiology-based approach, the motion information can provide a set data of 

temperature that beneficially to generate accurate data result of febrile person.  

As shown in Figure 1 below is an image will be acquired using thermal images, then 

will be processed based on color-based segmentation for selecting the region of interest 

(ROI). Next process is to extracted feature from Optical Flow algorithm as well as 

Physiology-based approach. Finally, data result from this process will be classified in 

order to discriminate the image between low and high value of human body temperature 

[1][15]. 

Optical Flow Algorithm  

    Also known as optical flow-based approach process using Horn-Schunck (HS) method 

and also suggested that this method can detect minor motion of object and could provide 
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100% flow field [1][3][6]. This algorithm is fast and offers an excellent data result 

complete with plotting flow and location intensity. 

 
FIGURE 1.  Thermal images feature extraction methods.  

 

Physiology-based Approach 

     Physiology-based can give additional data regarding temperature of human 

candidates. As we know, in real medical condition, superficial blood vessels on the face 

rich of “hot” and “cold” tissues this indicated normal and abnormal temperature on the 

face. Therefore, highest temperature region could be extract by using this additional data 

support. 

 

Results and Discussion 

 

     In this section, thermal image from 160fps and 30 frames are used in these 

experiments. The algorithm was implemented using the Matlab 7.1. We have 

implemented optical flow algorithm combined with physiology-based approach algorithm 

in these experiments. Temperature value from motion information in the other hand can 

contributed to medical sources in term of hypothesis result of an illness. This was proved 

by numerous research studies of medical thermography [8]. In this trial experiments, 

thermal camera will focus on face as region of interest to detect temperature from subject. 

With temperature set at above 37°C (>37°C), mechanisms of thermal camera run 

smoothly and analyzing of captured images will be done quickly.  

 

                                          
                     (a)                                                                                      (c) 
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                     (b)                                                                                    (d) 

 
FIGURE 2.  Optical Flow plotting result 

 

      As shown in Figure 2, face area become target focus and optical flow plot show us 

the motion of arrow at hot area. Proposed combination technique shown the early result 

of optical flow algorithm indicated that temperature and reddish value will increase if 

motion detects in thermal image sequences. Physiology information contributed accurate 

temperature of febrile subject and will help us to improve current temperature detection 

mechanism. It also shows us that medial canthal area represent the core body temperature 

and effectively helps us to determining temperature of subject interest. 

      In Table 1, image sequences from motion information can provide index intensity 

(location) of febrile person, reddish value (hottest temperature value) and also plots of 

optical flow algorithm. Finally, result from optical flow analysis comes to classification 

stage including all information extract from beginning process [3][15]. Each result data 

has been record properly and organized to be able to see the differences values in every 

sequences image. These also include all optical flow plotting details. The experiment 

results shown that the proposed methods runs quickly, accurately and fits for surveillance 

area. 

 

 
TABLE (1).  This is motion information from thermal images that focusing on face as region of 

interest. 

Motion Info                   Frame ( Normal )  Frame ( Abnormal ) 

Index (x , y) 218 232 

Reddish (RGB) 0.886 0.988 

Min OF 

Max OF 

-2.8635 

3.6114 

-8.2268 

11.2559 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

     In conclusion, this analysis paper for flu/fever detection will help and give additional 

information support for Health Organization to recognize the febrile person before taking 

any further full clinical examination action. By using thermal camera, temperature 

information derived in detail and merges with the health technology; early precautions 

can be taken. In this paper, our approach for temperature detection through motion 

information from processing video captured by a thermal camera has been presented. 

There is an intelligent switching between optical flow and physiological approach in 

image processing technique. Surveillance can be active on the whole route or only in 

certain point. With analysis present, temperature detection result becomes more efficient 

and reliable. 
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